
                          
 
The Legacy Project 
 
We created The Legacy Project as an important tool to capture and share a unique and pioneering body of 
work by one of Canada’s contemporary dance innovators. We use this project as a vital element in 
preserving this important art form, but we also hope that by sharing this project, our experience and our 
knowledge we can create a valuable resource to the contemporary dance community. 
 
The Legacy Project is an umbrella project that has five components concerned with the preserving and the 
passing on of Karen Jamieson’s life’s work. 
 
Archives – Karen Jamieson Dance Company has retained over fifty years of culturally rich artifacts 
documenting both the dance career of Karen Jamieson and Canadian dance starting as early as 1969. These 
archival holdings comprise a wide range of formats (documents, photographs, publicity materials, video, 
costumes and audio recordings) and are, in many cases, unique. Starting in May 2014, a project was 
launched to organize, catalogue, and selectively digitize the company’s archives to enhance access, ensure 
future preservation, and provide a greater understanding of the Karen Jamieson Dance Company.  
 
Oral History – A spoken account is an important historical record for the archives, providing insight into the 
processes that begat the platforms of Karen’s choreographic creations. We started collecting oral histories 
on projects that created the greatest impact throughout Karen’s career (Sisyphus, Man Within, Agon, Gawa 
Gyani etc.). This year we have embarked on a project titled a Vancouver Dance Story which uses oral 
history to focus on a specific group of artists that came together in Coming Out of Chaos (1981), and 
afterwards went on to form the foundations of contemporary dance as we know it in Vancouver. 
 
Mentorship Program  
Community Engaged Dance Practice Mentorships: Mirae Rosner, Julie Lebel, Hailey McCloskey, Lindsey 
Ridgway. 
 
Commission Choreographic Apprenticeship – Community Engagement Leadership, Meredith Kalaman – 
choreographic mentorship Femmes Fatales (September 2016-May 2017), Caroline Liffmann – Community 
based dance practice commission relating to working with “women at risk” through the Salvation Army and 
Vancouver Parks Board (2014-2016), Arts & Health Project (Elder Dance Project), Edmond Kilpatrick – BCAC 
Commission Still Breath Standing, Michael Caldwell (Toronto) Kyphosis – choreographic and creation 
commission. 
 
Work with Scholars – We are developing new audiences for dance through collaboration with scholars 
writing on dance. The scholars, by disseminating the work of this company through their writing, make it 
possible to reach new audiences for dance: academics, professionals in related fields engaging with dance 
in order to further their discipline. 

- Carolyne Clare, PhD Vanier Scholar, SFU – Current  
- Alana Gerecke, PhD – Past and current 
- Charlotte Veal, PhD  
- Mique'l Icesis Dangeli, PhD 
- Michelle LeBaron, B.A., J.D., M.A. 

 



Body to Body and Body to Land – Dance is only really passed on from body to body. The Body to Body 
project uses the body as an investigative device to get to the essence of KJD’s seminal work. The upcoming 
Body to Land project embraces the historical and cultural context of seminal cross cultural collaborations 
that contribute to the conversation around reconciliation and the role of dance in creating bridges 
between cultures. 
 
 
 
 
Body to Body – Performance 
 
Saturday July 13, 2019 
3:00-5:00 
Faris Family Studio 
Free Admission 
 
Please join us tomorrow to celebrate our 35th Anniversary in partnership with The Dance Centre! We are 
excited to share with you a selection of the research project Body to Body conducted by these fantastic 
artists: 
Amber Funk Barton, Lisa Gelley, Meredith Kalaman, Josh Martin, Darcy McMurray 
 
The works are ones that embody a mythic narrative and have key elements in common: each speak of the 
inseparability of mind and body and each cohere around a mythic idea that is embodied through a danced 
narrative. Karen was, and continues to be, interested to see if working with young artists today could 
reveal the power of myth to be both timeless and absolutely contemporary. 
 
The works in the project included: Sisyphus (1983), Man Within (1991), Solo From Chaos (1982), and 
solo|soul (2014) 
 
For more information on the company and the work we do please go to kjdance.ca  
 
 
 
 

                                                                
 
 
Thank you to the Canada Council for the Arts, BC Arts Council and the City of Vancouver for their support of 

the KJD Legacy Project 


